
 

 
 
 
 
 

  

 

WDP HITS THE GROUND RUNNING IN LUXEMBOURG WITH 25,000 M² LEASE 

 

WDP is expanding its activities in Luxembourg and announces the development of a new pre-let 

warehouse with a surface area of 25,000 m². This new warehouse will be located in the Eurohub 

Sud logistics zone in Bettembourg-Dudelange (Luxembourg). On this location, WDP already owns a 

leased property of 26,000 m² and can offer another 50,000 m² of development potential for the 

future. 

  

WDP expands its activities in Luxembourg 

As announced in August 20161, WDP became co-owner (55%) of a company in possession of a 

logistics warehouse of around 26,000 m² in October 2017. This transaction took place through the 

acquisition by WDP of 55% of the shares in the joint venture S.O.L.E.I.L. SA. The remaining 45% of the 

shares in this company – henceforth called WDP Luxembourg – is held by the Luxembourg State.  

WDP Luxembourg is renting out this existing building to Ampacet under a lease contract with a 

remaining duration of three years. Ampacet, a global producer of colour masterbatches for plastics 

uses this location for its deliveries to the EMEA region. 

Two new leases at the WDP Luxembourg site 

Today, WDP Luxembourg is kicking off construction of a new warehouse of around 25,000 m². WDP 

Luxembourg anticipates an 

investment value of 20 million euros 

for this project.2 The project is 

scheduled for completion in late 

2018.  

Retailer Auchan will occupy an area 

of some 20,000 m², fitted out with 

walk-in coolers and freezers, under a 

15-year lease. Together with its logistics centre, the supermarket chain will also set up its regional 

                                                           
1 See the press release from 8 August 2016. 
2 Based on 100% of the investment. 
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administrative headquarters on the site. The remaining 5,000 m² will be rented out to Innovation 

First under a 10-year lease. Innovation first specialises in the development and production of 

educational robots, mass market robot toys and racks for data servers and computer components. 

Additional lease potential at a leading logistics site  

Both the existing building as well as the new project for development are located in the Eurohub Sud 

zone for logistics companies in Bettembourg-Dudelange, Luxembourg. WDP Luxembourg can offer 

an additional logistics surface area of 50,000 m² for development on this location. 

This zone offers an attractive development potential for logistics players, as inland terminal for 

Europe’s main maritime ports. This logistics zone benefits from the multimodal terminal (rail/road) 

for the handling of, amongst others, combined trains (for example containers, interchangeable load 

bodies and semi-trailers) towards the North Sea ports, the Baltic Sea ports, the southern European 

ports and the main European industrial centres. In addition, for the development of their service 

offerings, logistics players can benefit from the Mertert inland port and Luxembourg airport, one of 

the main cargo airports in Europe. Thanks to support from the Luxembourg government, 

Luxembourg has developed in recent years towards a leading intercontinental and multimodal 

logistics platform in the heart of Europe. Today, Luxembourg classifies as the second most 

performing country in logistics as stated in the Logistics Performance Index 2016 by the World Bank. 

 

Étienne Schneider, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of the Economy welcomes WDP 

Luxembourg’s investment project: “WDP’s expansion in Luxembourg confirms the Grand Duchy’s 

potential as an intercontinental and multimodal logistics platform in Europe for the value-added 

logistics sector.” 

“The fact that we can already welcome two new clients, who will enjoy a modern building, 

underscores the logistics potential of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg,” adds Joost Uwents, CEO of 

WDP.  
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For more information, please contact: 

WDP Comm. VA   Joost Uwents   Mickael Van den Hauwe 
Blakebergen 15   CEO    CFO 
1861 Wolvertem 
Belgium     

www.wdp.eu   M +32 (0)476 88 99 26  M +32 (0)473 93 74 91 

investorrelations@wdp.eu joost.uwents@wdp.eu               mickael.vandenhauwe@wdp.eu 
 
 

                
    
 
 
WDP develops and invests in logistics property (warehouses and offices). WDP's property portfolio amounts to more than 3 
million m². This international portfolio of semi-industrial and logistics buildings is spread over more than 160 sites at prime 
logistics locations for storage and distribution in Belgium, France, the Netherlands, Luxembourg and Romania. More 
information about WDP can be found at www.wdp.eu.  
 
WDP Comm. VA – BE-REIT (Public Regulated Real Estate Company under Belgian law).  
Company number 0417.199.869 (Brussels Trade Register) 
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